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Please bring your laptop to this meeting. We will go over the constitution and note some parts 
that have room for improvement.  
 
Meeting Agenda 

 
Updates (20 mins)  

1. Emily → Diversity Crew updates 
a. Grad people 
b. Wants to collab with FUS 
c. Latin Dance event on October 29th  

i. Live band (hired) 
ii. Need to find stage person, sound technician 

1. Does FUS know anyone? 
2. Yes! We can share (Valentina) and also promote your event 

(Alyssa) 
d. Start discussing next Term 
e. Main objectives of the Crew 

i. Promote corporate Grad students and Undergrads  
ii. Promote more diversity 

f. Main event:  
g. Diversity meetings: bi-weekly meetings on Mondays 
h. Dictionary  

i. With Forestry terminology 
ii. People from the faculty contribute with the dictionary 
iii. Share that too, please (Alyssa) 

i. Emily: ask what the Crew wants from the FUS 
2. Matt → AMS updates  

a. Subcommittee on Sustainability and Council (more bureaucracy)  
b. Fair trade  

i. Chocolate 
ii. Coffee 

c. Phasing out plastic, moving to wooden utensils 
d. Recycling issue around Nest and FSC 

i. Janitors are making sorting out mistakes by the Nest and causing 
contamination - Is this happening in FSC too? 

ii. The sorting facility is supposed to do this job, not the janitors 
iii. The AMS is telling the janitors that it’s not their decision 
iv. Talk to the janitors directly 

1. Is there a custodial lead? 
2. Matt look into this 
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3. Nicole (Dean’s office) may know their schedule 
v. Display cases in FSC? 

1. But pricey $550 each set 
2. People vandalize them 
3. Ask AMS if this actually helps 
4. Faculties pitch in with AMS to help with costs (cheaper if bulk) 
5. But really worth it if people don’t read it? 

e. AMS sustainability rep have experience with other faculties 
i. Give contact to Matt (Val and Caro) 

3. Val → Orientation Steering Committee,  Wellness Leadership Workshop, Grad 
Committee 

a. What does the prez bts? 
i. Jump start asking for opinions 
ii. Wellness workshop 

1. How to be a leader and treat yo self  
2. New prez should go too 

 
Elections (40 mins)  

4. Uncontested positions (including presidency) need by-elections according to constitution 
a. Halla (Ams elections) 

i. We should have a by-election 
ii. Have someone appointed in the meantime 
iii. Amount of time of appointed positions: 1 to 2 weeks 
iv. So we have to run elections for ABCFP, Prez, Sports Rep 
v. Who can be the elections person from FUS 

1. Chris Quilty 
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5. We need to confirm if VP Internal VP External will go abroad. We will need by elections 
for them too.  

6. Facebook post about elections. Do we have things to add to this?  
 

Fellow forestry students,  
 
In order to pair up FUS Executive elections with the rest of Undergraduate Societies at               
UBC, and with the support of the AMS and Forestry Student Services, the current FUS               
executive team has extended their period until March 2019. This has been an unfulfilled              
goal for the past executive teams. The FUS executive positions run from January to              
December, which pose problems with the conduct of activities not only within the faculty              
itself but also with UBC wide affairs. Within the faculty, FUS general council runs at a                
different time period than the FUS executive council, which causes Executive and            
General members to be under two teams, resulting in FUS governance not being as              
efficient as it could be. In addition, because of the FUS executive election time, we are                
not synchronized with many mandatory AMS training that is essential to the positions.  
 
We believe that changing the election time for the FUS Executive would help the future               
Council work better and more efficiently. It will give them the appropriate time to adjust               
and have proper training for their respective roles.  

 
Some of our current Executive Council members, however, are unable to take in this              
position from January to April. These are the President, VP External and VP Internal. A               
by-election will be held to fill in the above positions for Winter 2018/2019 Term 2. The                
same by-elections will also include General Council positions that were uncontested in            
our most recent election: ABCFP, Forest Operations and Sports Representatives. We           
will be posting nomination forms outside the FUS lounge from -- to --. Voting will start ---.                 
Find the position descriptions below.  
 
For more information visit our FUS Constitution (currently under revision and now            
available at our new FUS website). If you have any further question as to what the                
positions entail please contact our president at fuspresident@gmail.com.  
 
We appreciate your patience in this process 
 
 
 
Executive members will be holding office hours ------ at the FUS Lounge, bring any              
doubts, questions, suggestions to us.  
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7. Revision of the constitution (Pull your laptops out). (-20 mins)  
a. We need rules to change the rules 
b. Make it in a way that is harder to change it? 
c. Needs motion (all execs need to on board) 
d. Get rid of some things  

i. Defitions - Board of governers, etc 
e. RULES FOR NOW 

i. Vacancy in position 
1. Appoint someone for 
2. Run by-elections 

a. Problem: takes long 
ii. Have the option to do one or the other? 

1. If we have people already interested: just appoint 
2. If no one is interested for one of the positions: by elections for all 
3. Only Execs vote in by-elections when stepping down  

iii. Rule for people going for co-op for a term 
1. Shouldn’t run if not available for both terms 
2. Case of VP External/Internal -  elections 

iv. Elections voting party 
1. Candidates stay at the election event 
2. Make event at the beginning, not the end 

8. Revision of Binder (see updates that have been made and suggest other revisions)  
a. Table of content  
b. Events 
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